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Making God in Our Own Image 
 

Well, hello my friends, and greetings to you from our beloved sanctuary. I am getting 
used to preaching to an empty sanctuary, though it is still strange and insufficient, it 
does feel good to be able to bring this space into your homes week after week.  
 
It feels like a kind and loving offering, something safe and caring that I can do to 
bring joy and comfort during this time of exile and uncertainty. Last week, Pastor 
Irene preached from the book of Exodus as well, a few chapters before the text I just 
read, in which we find the Israelites wandering through the wilderness and crying 
out for water. God heard their cries and instructed Moses to strike a rock, an 
inanimate object, and bring forth life-sustaining water for God’s people. 
 
Pastor Irene focused on the probably universal truth that change is hard. And as 
people of God, we are called to seek life and sustenance even in, and especially 
during incredibly difficult times of transition. Our God promises to show up for us. 
To be with us. To guide us. To provide for us.  
 
It is sad and disappointing, but totally predictable and relatable, that after being 
miraculously provided with quail, manna, and water, the Israelites are left alone for 
a few weeks, and they respond by abandoning God and Moses, and seeking to make 
for themselves gods which will lead them, protect them, and provide for them. 
 
It is shocking, but relatable. And I say that because the probably universal truth that 
I would like to focus on this week is that in times of fear and uncertainty, we 
respond consciously and unconsciously by seeking to control any and everything 
that we possibly can.  
 
When I am especially stressed, I rage clean. Which I have named as such, not 
because I am angry while doing it, but because I clean with the intensity of rage. I am 
like a hurricane, but one that brings not destruction but order. This is my somewhat 
productive response stress, and for anyone who lives with me it’s nearly a universal 
good. But at the core of it is my desire to control that which I can when I feel like 
everything else is out of my control. 
 
I am certain that I am not alone in this. Maybe you don’t rage clean, but I am sure 
most, if not all, of y’all have some form of this. When the world feels totally out of 
control, we are inclined to sometimes obsessively seeking to control that which we 



think we can, because we think that it will make us feel better. Or that if we can just 
control these things, then maybe our futures will be less uncertain and angsty. 
Maybe we can make our lives and the lives of those we love better. 
 
Afraid and feeling abandoned in the wilderness, tired of wandering and anxious 
about their futures, the Israelites did the very human thing of grasping for control. 
They tried to rewrite their past and present so that they might feel in control of their 
future. They created for themselves a golden calf and called it God. The God. YHWH. 
The one who brought them out of Egypt and promised to deliver them to a land of 
milk and honey. 
 
They made god in their own image. They formed God into something they could 
behold, something they could ascribe whatever characteristics and identities they 
wished. They recreated God in a way they could control. 
 
And if we didn’t know it already, we would certainly learn from this text, that the 
true God of Israelites, the one who actually brought them up out of the land of Egypt, 
will not tolerate being controlled, boundaried, defined, or molded. 
 
When God first called and commissioned Moses to deliver the Israelites from the 
oppressive hand of Pharaoh, Moses asked God for God’s name, because he knew that 
the Israelites would want to know this God who was acting to deliver them. They 
would want to know what this God is about, who this God is.  
 
And God simply answers: “I am who I am.” I will be who I will be. I will have mercy 
on whom I will have mercy. The Israelites marched out of Egypt, following a God 
named I AM. A God of liberation. A God of justice. A God of mercy and steadfast love. 
God’s name is I AM and only God gets to decide what any of that means. 
 
And the Israelites knew this. But they couldn’t accept it.  
 
Their great sin is that they made god in their own image, endeavored to tell God who 
God is, and turn God, the Almighty I AM, into something that could be controlled, 
manipulated and cast into whatever form these flippant, and stiff-necked people 
desired.  
 
The Israelites were dissatisfied with who God is, so they made for God a new 
identity—one that served their purposes, who would bring about the future they 
wanted, and would do it when they wanted God to do it.  
 
And my, oh my, did this anger God! God’s rage burned against them and prepared to 
destroy them and start all over again. 



 
I really appreciate Moses’ approach here. Like, seeing how mad God gets about the 
Israelites crafting a new identity, he plays with that and says: “Well, what will the 
Egyptians say? You’re mad because the Israelites have crafted a new identity for 
you, but if you destroy them, then the Egyptians will craft one too. So…?” 
 
And it works! God changes God’s mind and decides not to destroy God’s people, but 
sends Moses down the mountain, and after Moses rages a bit against them, he sets 
up a time and place for God and God’s people to make a formal covenant (the first of 
many) to solidify their commitment to one another. 
 
Halleluiah. Praise be to God! Amen. 
 
Which we say often during the Assurance of Pardon, because this is the pattern we 
find ourselves in with God over and repeatedly. We try to make god in our own 
image. God gets mad. Some prophet pleads on our behalf and calls us back to God’s 
ways. We repent. God relents. We all recommit to one another and are once again a 
big, happy family … until the next hardship comes, and we start it all over again.  
 
Friends, these past several months have been a kind of wilderness which we have 
never seen before. Everything feels so out of control, so disordered, so chaotic, and 
violent, and frankly, terrifying. And like the Israelites, and every stressed human 
before and since, we are feeling inclined to grasp for anything and everything that 
we can control, including our God. 
 
We form and fashion God into who we need or want God to be in our time of stress 
or uncertainty. Who we think God should be or needs to be so that we might create 
the present and future we want or think we should have?  
 
We think we need a God who is unchanging because we can’t handle change.  
 
We think we need a God who is unconquerable because we are afraid to lose.  
 
A God who is invulnerable because we don’t want to suffer anymore.  
 
We think we need God to be the God formed and fashioned by the Israelites, a god 
made in our own image. A god we can control. 
 
Which of course, ends up looking a lot like that pickle and olive, orange soda, 
chocolate pudding monstrosity that Mary Jo whipped up! 
 



Because the God we encounter in this text is far from the invulnerable, 
unconquerable, and unchanging. This God is prone to emotional outbursts, 
threatens to consume God’s people, and changes God’s mind because of the plea of a 
human being.  
 
This God who took on human flesh, challenged the status quo, healed people, and 
communities, was executed by the state, and three days later rose from the grave. 
 
This God is far from a god we can control or form or limit. For this God of ours, the 
one we seek to know and worship, the one we seek to follow and serve, is beyond 
us.  
 
Who God is. What God will do. How God will show up for Creation.  
 
It’s beyond our ability to predict and way beyond our ability to control. 
 
But this God of ours is nonetheless a God who is willing to forgive us 7 times 77; call 
us back to God time and time again; and stop at nothing to bring about true 
reconciliation and restoration for all of God’s beloved Creation.  
 
Let us rest in these promises, seek to rely on one another, and trust that in letting go 
of our need to control, unimaginable grace, growth and healing will become possible 
for all of us.  
 
In the name of the Triune God, who Creates, Sustains, and Redeems us all. AMEN. 
 


